S.B. POLICE ARREST SCHOLASTIC EDITOR ON POT VIOLATION
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The Observer learned this morning, Heagan, art editor of the Notre Dame Scholastic magazine was arrested for a marijuana violation late last month and is awaiting trial on several charges against the Marijuana Act.

BY RON CHANDONIA

Police investigation continues into what they term a large scale operation distributing marijuana. Already arrested in the police probe is the current art editor of the Notre Dame SCHOLASTIC.

Father James Riehle, Dean of Students, has suspended Steve Heagan for a year, the Observer learned this morning. Heagan, art editor of the Notre Dame Scholastic magazine was arrested for a marijuana violation late last month and is awaiting trial on several charges against the Marijuana Act.

BY RON CHANDONIA

Police investigation continues into what they term a large scale operation distributing marijuana. Already arrested in the police probe is the current art editor of the Notre Dame SCHOLASTIC.

Police said on Saturday, Aug. 19, they confiscated 5% pounds of marijuana and arrested a Notre Dame senior, 20-year-old SCHOLASTIC Editor Stephen Reagan Jr., of Miami, Fla., on a charge of possessing a narcotic drug.

According to the information released thus far by the police department, a long investigation and a good deal of undercover work preceded the arrest.

The parents of a Notre Dame senior who was killed over the summer along with two other seniors, have donated a scholarship in his name. Read the story of the dream that died, page 2.

Off-campus students were greeted with a new rule this year providing for the legalization of apartment living, while on campus students were met with a warning concerning marijuana. Get all the dope, page 3.

A week ago Notre Dame began another intensified money campaign — Summa, a program scheduled to bring $52 million to the funding of new dorms, higher faculty salaries and general improvement of the campus scene. A detailed account of the benefits can be found on page 7.

Much hubbub was generated last year over what to do with the old Post Office. Well, the Knights of Columbus got it. And the Observer editors question the usefulness of the Knights, page 4.

Next to Rockne and the Gipper stood a man knee deep in Notre Dame tradition, his name Father John Farley. But to his friends he was Pop. He carried with him a spirit unique and bound to the legend of Notre Dame. See the story of Pop, page 5.

Jay Schwartz exposes the newest Huddle price raise and discloses the immediate cause for concern. Schwartz versus the Huddle, page 3.

— The parents of a Notre Dame senior who was killed over the summer along with two other seniors, have donated a scholarship in his name. Read the story of the dream that died, page 2.

Off-campus students were greeted with a new rule this year providing for the legalization of apartment living, while on campus students were met with a warning concerning marijuana. Get all the dope, page 3.

A week ago Notre Dame began another intensified money campaign — Summa, a program scheduled to bring $52 million to the funding of new dorms, higher faculty salaries and general improvement of the campus scene. A detailed account of the benefits can be found on page 7.
Scholarship Donated In Memoriam

BY DON HYNES

The parents of a Notre Dame senior, who was killed in a high speed turnpike accident today, announced they will donate a partial scholarship in their deceased son’s memory.

Mr. and Mrs. Robert Duffy said, ‘‘because Bob had a deep love for Notre Dame and it had always been a firm ambition of his to graduate from there, we feel that we should do something in honor of that dream.’’ The scholarship will go to a fourth year engineering student, to allow him to finish the year that was lost to Duffy.

Duffy was killed along with two other seniors, Stephen J. Donlon, 21, of Farmingdale, New York, and Charles L. Ellen, 20, of Washington, D. C., on August 25. Police said a dense fog on a Bryant, Ohio road obscured the vision of one oncoming truck which crashed into their car.

Duffy attended Chaminade H. S. and there he and Duffy became close friends. Donlon was an Honor Student in High School, Vice-President of his class, and a member of the baseball team. He was an engineering major at Notre Dame and three years fencing veteran. Called “Tart” by his fellow teammates, Donlon was the outstanding epee fencer for the squad, and last year he led the team to an 18-0 record, while himself finished third in the NCAA fencing championship.

He was named to the All-American team and had hopes of participating in the 1968 Olympics. Coach Mike DeCicco said, “There isn’t a finer kid than Steve walking this campus, now or ever. He was a dedicated fencer and a student leader.”

STEVE DONLON.

If Matthew Thornton had signed his name with the Scripto Reading Pen, he’d be remembered today.

Scripto’s new Reading Pen makes what you write easier to read. That’s why Scripto calls it the Reading Pen. It’s a new Fiber-Tip pen that writes clear and bold. Not a fountain pen, not a ball-point, this is an entirely new kind of pen with a durable Fiber-Tip. Get the refillable Reading Pen for $1. Refills come in 12 colors. Available in a non-refillable model for 39¢. Write with Scripto’s new Reading Pen. You’ll be remembered.

New fiber tip pen that writes clear and bold. Not a fountain pen, not a ball-point, this is an entirely new kind of pen with a durable Fiber-Tip. Get the refillable Reading Pen for $1. Refills come in 12 colors. Available in a non-refillable model for 39¢. Write with Scripto’s new Reading Pen. You’ll be remembered.

In CONGRESS, July 4, 1776.
The unanimous Declaration of the States of America.
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A homecoming is generally a happy thing. There is something delicious about family and friendly places and at Notre Dame one of those delightful places has always been the Huddle. Even the ugly football pictures and a blaring jukebox could never ruin the conviviality of the joint — and for a worn and knowing few it had always been one of those places.

During the summer you could feel a craving welling up in you to look on the slightly wrinkled but motherly faces of Helen and Marie and Stella. It was the first place to be nine months of the year. You had to make a detour in the morning and then cakes straight out on until 10 p.m. A bad day was a no ice day. That night you would brush slightly syrupy teeth.

But those days were far and few between these last three years. Sometimes the only thing real and wholesome and good and neat was a ten cent Huddle coke. Once in a while it didn’t make the day but it always helped one.

In early September, before the distance tables opened and when you still like summer hucksters, you invariably wind up at the log while counter — a counter too long to be useful and one long enough to get lost on for a semester or two.

There were people would be — ta-ta, and alive, and talking European but still loving the Huddle. And you would meet Figel or Gini or Joan or Rock or Fred or PJ and while away your none too precious: "hours. But this was a different year."

Yeah Stella still smiles and Marie still frowns and Helen remains the same but something is different. The table are still littered with cigarette ashes and the good townies still congregate in the end booth.

Yet all of a sudden — in a short three months — your change is different. The hamburger still tastes the same and the cokes are still the same. But you’re ten cents short and you know darn well that your mother sewed your pockets tight and that she is a good dancer.

You can’t find it in your hand or on the counter but all of a sudden you spy your ten cents perched on a wall inside an apple. You have to cut corners and up prices so you can eke out a day.

A little further you spy your ten cents perched on a wall inside an apple. You have to cut corners and up prices so you can eke out a day.

A third silver hit the counter and the spell was gone. "Yeah, Stella", said "Yeah, Helen". Two liberty dimes smacked on the counter and the drinks arrived simultaneously and Helen said, "Hi, Helen". Two liberty dimes smacked onto the counter and the spell was gone. "Yeah, Stella", said "Yeah, Helen". Two liberty dimes smacked onto the counter and the spell was gone. "Hi, Helen". Two liberty dimes smacked on the counter.

As we walked past the box and into the Huddle room we lifted our gaze from the sunlit past to the dark window in the tower and heard the sound of a low chuckle. Inside the beady eyes were still the same. The hamburger still tastes the same and the cokes are still the same. But you’re ten cents short and you know darn well that your mother sewed your pockets tight and that she is a good dancer.

"We have a regulation on drinking," said Fr. Riehle Dean of Students, "Drugs are beginning to become a problem on the campus and we have to be careful to have as little as possible happen."

The only other role alteration was merely a typographical one. The University simply included the entire Indiana law on drinking in the Student manual.

The Observer is published twice weekly during the college semester except vacation periods by the Student Government, University of Notre Dame, Notre Dame, Ind. 46556. Subscription rate: On Campus Students, Faculty, and Administration, $2.50; Off Campus, $5.00 per year.
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Catch the Road Runner! at your Plymouth Dealers.
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Welcome back men of Notre Dame. Come over any Tues., Weds., or Thurs., and introduce yourself to Mr. Macri, who will reduce your check 10%.

Mraci's VILLA

REAL ITALIAN COOKING

PIZZA - SPAGHETTI - LASAGNA

CALZONE - HOME MADE RAVIOLI

Veal, chicken, and fish

Excellent for Restaurants and American Dinners

COMPLETE CARRY OUT

DIAI

287-9855

1080 LINCOLN WAY EAST

Visit our new shop for Crest and Colgate

The new Plymouth Road Runner now at your Plymouth Dealers where the best goes on.
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Money Speaks Good English

So far there has been no official announcement of any move to the old post office building by the University to the Knights of Columbus for approximately five hundred thousand dollars.

Now the Knights of Columbus are nicepeople, not to mention richones. But they have not been a very active force in campus life for several years. They used to sponsor the Bengal Bouts but their affiliation with the end last year. The only University-wide function of the Knights which anyone seems able to remember is to provide a lecture or two annually. Meanwhile, you will a big business in life insurance but only for members.

Up to the point of sale, no one suggested that the building be allotted either to the Academic Commission or Equitable Life, which provide the Knights two services on a regular scale. In fact, there were those in the Student Government who thought the old post office building was the perfect place for the Bengals Bouts but their affiliation with the end last year. The only University-wide function of the Knights which anyone seems able to remember is to provide a lecture or two annually. Meanwhile, you will a big business in life insurance but only for members.

But, reasoned the Administration, there is already the Student Center. But, replied the student body, there is Brother Geer. We always have the impression that the Student Center is the University. But in fact, the old decoration. The maze of locked doors and ironical rules provided by its headmaster confirms the impression that it has been designed, refurbished, and furnished from the era of compulsory daily Mass.

The opening of the Halfway House takes away much of the sting of this triumph of money over the idea of a university. But the fact remains that a part of the main quad has been dedicated to the nuns and their nuns. We would really have preferred the Halfway House to be upanddown next week. Meanwhile, we must be careful, to look beyond the glittering changes and into the beautified laws of the university so as not to give up a moral freedom for a two room flat on Coolidge Street.

Executive Editor ........................................ Dennis Gallagher
Managing Editor ....................................... Mike Smith
News Editor ............................................ Danny Moore
Feature Editors ..................................... Steve Rodgers, Robert L. Brady
Sports Editor ......................................... Tom Fagnet
Business Manager .................................... Bill Kelly
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"I'm so glad you're opposed to looting."
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"In His Possession"

September 18, 1967

"Any student having in his possession, using or having under his control any hallucinatory materials or agents shall be subject to the disciplinary action by the Dean of Students.

This is the grain that replaced the paragraph about student apartments in the new 1967-68 edition of the student handbook. It is imbedded in neatly under that long awkward rule about drinking on the college premises. If you happen to be drowsy or on a trip, it's easy to miss.

But the issue to be raised here is not whether the use of drugs or hallucinatory materials is or are hazardous to the human being, rather the grounds for which an Administration can make and enforce something beyond their jurisdiction.

The Federal Government's narcotic set and Mary Jane's have proven no successful in governing the narcotic traffic and around college campuses. And it is no secret that Federal agents do browse the Notre Dame Campus in search of a buy, or a boy with a sweet smoke room.

Yet defying all Federal laws and agencies, the Administration again sticks it's quilled domed nose into an area which it does not belong. Specifically: Administrations should not be police agents.

So it goes (or fails to go) on the big campus. And the rest of us are determined not to be swallowed into the bourgeois morass. We will have fun after marriage. We will always like a rock music. We will be too stupid to go after thirty. We will read Tolkien during our lunch hour at I.D.M.

But from what do we run? If middle class society is responsible for "Pelican Junction" and the rest of the vast wasteland, it is also responsible for educational television and "The New Yorker". No age, not even the Age of Pericles, was a time of mass response to high culture. A century is rare that produces more than one Milton. Perhaps rarer still is a century that produces a thousand premiers.

The America of our parents is basically a civilized and moral society. If it has produced few saints, it has produced many good men who have done the right thing because they were expected of them. The worst among them are bounded by a code which circumscribes the evil which they may do to others of the class. It is a narrow and closed existence but for its good members it provides a reasonable chance to achieve such comfort and happiness as is granted to men. Within this closed society, there is some degree of peace and harmony. Yet, like a Tolkien's hobbits, their effort to shut out the world outside does not prevent it from crashing in on them. Nor does it prevent from committing evil in order to do what they would not do at home. The British, civilized mercantile humanity, comforted atrocities in Ireland and India time and again to preserve the Empire the little island ruled as a fief from God. We may do the same.

Yet perhaps the American middle class is no worse than any other large group would be with similar power. At least they seem less likely to kill because one's spin is in the wrong color or because one has forgotten the forty-third parable of the Sower. They are insensitive to culture and in fact have a fear of it stemmed from storks and girls come from everyplace.

"If you happen to be drowsy or on a trip, it's easy to miss.

They are insensitive to culture and in fact have a fear of it stemmed from storks and girls come from everyplace.

Who is to tell us poor little helpless creatures what is against the moral law? Is it to be Chief Fears, Dr. Groch, or Louis Blackbetti. After all, everyone knows from storks and girls come from everyplace except Indiana. It seems that with the all-boy establishment at Notre Dame the thing the Administration should be most concerned with is boys bullying habits on the University - not a couple nodding in the hallway house.

Nevertheless, we must be careful, to look beyond the glittering changes and into the beautified laws of the university so as not to give up a moral freedom for a two room flat on Coolidge Street.
BY DAVID KAHN

If a woman makes DEAR JOHN "look like a fairy tale" and leaves VIRGINIA WOOLF looking "like a Sunday-go-to-meeting, "then, indeed, fairy tales and Sunday-go-to-meetings should be referred to as these "totally new concepts in artific,ion motion picture for adults," says Persson, one of those "profound non-actress" types, plays the role of an oversexed nurse who has become a "chief confessor about "singing in church," the con- sequently begins to defy any sort of existence which is not sex- ual, specifically by being sexual all of the time. Repulsed by an in- tense and sober relationship with a hyper-conventional, sawed off

We Must Rewrite History So That It Speaks The
Truth, We Pledge To Campaign To Do So.

A Bore - A Woman In Revolt

character of his boys. Every day, Bob Brady would take him aside and go to a quiet apartment on the other side of the lake. He then returned to Sorin and took Father Pop's place. He knew that taking him away from his boys would be enough to break his heart and kill him. But Father John "Pop" Farley did not restrict his genius to the residents of Sorin alone. There was a spot on the bench of every athletic team on the campus, which he made sure was reserved for him. Every athlete was a friend of Pop's. Pop made sure of that.
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John "Pop" Farley: Man or Myth

BY BOB BRADY

In the history of Notre Dame, there have been only a few "Great Men." Men—like Joan of Art—are capable of leading their troops through sheer folly to histrionic successes. Yet his four-story mark on the campus. There was a spot on the bench of every athletic team on the campus, which he made sure was reserved for him. Every athlete was a friend of Pop's. Pop made sure of that.

We Must Rewrite History So That It Speaks The
Truth, We Pledge To Campaign To Do So.

No task was too great for him, if it was in service of his boys. If it appeared from letters that one of his boys was having difficulties, "Pop" would take him aside, and counsel him; or, if the trouble was of a magnitude that it should be taken care of immediately and openly, he would ask him about it at a meal call.

But Father John "Pop" Farley did not restrict his genius to the residents of Sorin alone. There was a spot on the bench of every athletic team on the campus, which he made sure was reserved for him. Every athlete was a friend of Pop's. Pop made sure of that.

Pop (like all great men) grew old. He did have his whole life to the cause of the University, and the cruel revisionist forces which by that time had begun, insistently, to supplant the real heroes of the Univer- sity. They forced him to leave his position and go to a quiet apartment on the other side of the lake. They did not order him to be silent. They knew that taking him away from his boys would be enough to break his heart and kill him. There were tears in his eyes when those evil forces, which have always been a heavy hegemony on the campus, rolled him away from Sorin for the last time. He died soon afterwards.

James Carver, local Pentecostal and architect of Farley Hall last week killed, tongue in cheek, that Pop, before he died, left his last will and testament to the "true University" to this campus. Carver said that he has heard that Father Farley was walking in the North Twenty of the campus one August evening, delighting in the snows, when a white-gloved hand came down from the closed skies and eloquently traced the outline of Farley Hall in the August snows.

He then was taken to Sorin and took Father Sorin's statue from its pedestal. He hid the statue with him in his grave, and it shall not be restored until the hegemony of Farley Hall is established, the revisionist forces of the university administration are expelled, and all Sorin residents arise of a February morning to take a swim in the ice-laden wa- ter of St. Mary's lake.
Heagan’s Court Date Upcoming

(continued from page 1)

The exact nature of Heagan’s activities in the area are being held as “classified information” by local police officials. Sergeant Neary said that Heagan had apparently been obtaining the drug in its raw form somewhere in St. Joseph County, then cutting it, treating it, and rolling it into cigarettes for sale to area youngsters and adults at the rate of 25 cents to 75 cents a cigarette.

A more talkative but far more publicly-shy official reports that Heagan was a “major distributor” of marijuana in St. Joseph County, and that he has been involved in a dope operation directed from the Lake County area since his arrest in South Bend from Miami about a year ago.

Heagan was arraigned in St. Joseph County Superior Court on Monday, Aug. 31, where he entered an initial plea of not guilty. Judge F. Kenneth Dempsey set bond at $1,000, and Heagan was released.

An 18-year-old youth subsequently arrested in connection with the same investigation, Michael Bottomley of South Bend, pleaded guilty in Superior Court on Aug. 31 to a charge of possessing 46 marijuana cigarettes. Police officials report that the investigation is being continued in several other cities in northern Indiana.

Father Charles McCarragh, University Vice-president for Student Affairs, said that he has not yet had time to consider Heagan’s status as an editor of the SCHOLASTIC, and that any decision finally made by his office would be based on the decision of the Dean of Students.

Notre Dame’s new dean of students, Father James Riehle, commented, “Well, that’s all you’re going to get for now.”

Jerry Parker’s LION’S DEN, So. Bend, Inc., has been designated a “Scene Stylesville Store” by G. G. Scone, the magazine for men. As a result of this designation, they will be listed in the recently published issue of Scene as the store with — “The IN Look” in Clothes — the kind that fit and the people you like to deal with. (See page 112, Aug issue, G. G. Scone).

Need A Chest, Bookcase, Or Record Cabinet?
Buy Them Unpainted—Save one-half or more!!
FREE DELIVERY
TWICE DAILY
Serving N.D. Students
Since 1948
William’s Unpainted Furniture
439 S. Michigan
288-3411
2609 S. Michigan
288-2181

The only way to catch the Road Runner is at your Plymouth Dealers.

The Hammes Notre Dame Bookstore Located on the Campus is Ready To Serve You

“Dependable Quality At Students’ Prices”

Text Books — New & Used
Notre Dame Jackets
Paperback Books
Sportswear
School Supplies
Monogram Blankets
Drawing Instruments
Toilet Articles
Drawing Supplies
Desk Lamps
Stationery
Religious Articles
Typewriters
Jewelry & Class Rings
Expert Radio & Typewriter repair
Radios & Records
Cameras & Film

Typewriters For Rent —
Rental May Apply Toward the Purchase of Your Own Machine

Special Sale on Used Typewriters Starting Sept. 15, 1967

9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. MONDAY — SATURDAY

NOTRE DAME SOCIAL COMMISSION presents
Dianne Warwick
“The best female singer performing today”
—Time
Tickets: $3, $4.
BY MIKE SMITH

The University announced plans last Monday for the construction of seven major buildings and the establishment of forty endowed professorships in a $52 million program geared to the expansion of graduate education and research.

Rev. Theodore M. Hesburgh described the capital fund raising effort, named "SUMMA: Notre Dame’s Greatest Challenge," as the largest in the university's 125 year history. Speaking at an inaugural dinner attended by the university's trustees, senior faculty, members of the SUMMA national committees, and 300 campus leaders from thirty-nine cities, Father Hesburgh disclosed that $30.8 million in leadership gifts has already been committed.

The major segments of the SUMMA Program include faculty development, $20 million; graduate education, $13,205,000; special research programs, $4,500,000; and general university development, $11,255,000.

Dr. Oliver C. Carmichael, Jr., chairman of the board of the Associates Investment Company, South Bend, Ind., has accepted appointment as national chairman of SUMMA; and J. Peter Grace, president of W. R. Grace and Company, New York City, is honorary chairman.

New buildings to be erected include three, eleven story residence halls which will accommodate a total of 1,500 undergraduates; a complex to house a new institute for Advanced Religious Studies; a Life Science Center incorporating the departments of biology and microbiology and the Loubout Laboratory; a Chemical Research Building; and a new College of Engineering Building providing quarters for the chemical, electrical, and metallurgical engineering departments.

The largest segment of the SUMMA Program, however, is earmarked for faculty development. In addition to keeping faculty salaries "not only competitive but attractive" and providing for normal faculty growth, the university will seek $30 million to establish forty endowed professorships.

The SUMMA Program will generate support for several new graduate programs including the Master of Business Administration Program being inaugurated this fall and the Doctoral Program in Theology launched a year ago. Funds will also be allocated for a new graduate program in urban studies and the development of the Department of Psychology to the doctoral level. A total of $2,500,000 is earmarked for the acquisition of books and materials principally on the graduate level, for the Notre Dame Library.

Five special research programs will be inaugurated or expanded with SUMMA funds. The new Institute for Advanced Religious Studies, the only organization of its kind in the world, will have in residence twenty-four Catholic and non-Christian scholars who will explore on a continuing basis a wide range of problems in which religion plays a major role.

Other research units included in the SUMMA Program are the Office of Educational Research which has evolved from the widely quoted Notre Dame Study of Catholic Elementary and Secondary Education; the new Research Center for Christian Democracy, the Center for the Study of Man in Contemporary Society.

Besides the construction of residence halls and an addition to the North Dining Hall, the SUMMA Program provides for the expansion or upgrading of several other university operations.

Student aid funds totaling $2-250,000 are being sought in the expectation that the number of students requiring financial assistance will increase from the present 30 per cent to 50 per cent or 60 per cent in the years ahead. The university also expects to increase its involvement in educational television, including participation in a statewide educational communications network. Sophomore foreign study programs, established earlier at Innsbruck, Austria, and Angers, France, and extended to Tokyo this fall, will be expanded to other countries including Chile and Formosa.

THESE PROJECTED RESIDENCE HALLS — costing an estimated $9 million, will be situated north of the Memorial Library, surrounding a space-age chapel.

MICHIGAN
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Join the migration to Michigan's snowy slopes and winter sports spots. Skiing and winter fun for all.

ECONOMICAL

package rates that include everything

One easy price for complete ski weeks or weekends includes all your lodging, meals, lifts, rental equipment and instruction.

For free Michigan Ski Map, fill out coupon and mail to:

MICHIGAN TOURIST COUNCIL
Room 400 Stevens T. Mason Building, Lansing, Michigan 48926

NAME ____________________________

ADDRESS ____________________________

CITY, STATE, ZIP ____________________________

MICH 537-186
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On Top of the World - Bleier

BY TOM CONDON

Last Sunday, I had gone to see a losing game for someone, and ran into Rocky Bleier, who was momentarily locked out of his room. We stepped into the mentioned basement to see indigene Steve Anderson and Dennis Withers. The subject, as it was in the heart of Notre Dame, was football. Bleier, with very little prompting, recounted his heroes in last Wednesday's Blue Circle Touchdown Classic. He then produced a southern magazine with a front page spread on Atlanta Fulton, Tom Schoen, sports and football. He had his roommates, Staters seem to think, when he got home before he went to school.

Then someone asked Rocky what he thought of the sophomores on this year's team. Bleier, who by the end of the season will have heard this question as many times as Wilbur Wright was asked how it was up there, gave a conventional answer: "Coming along pretty well," but then mused on the question for a moment.

"You know, they come here as high school All-Southern or whatever in four or five sports, and, hopefully, will be stars for Notre Dame," said Bleier. "Because they're on top of the world as freshmen, though, some may tend to think themselves indispensible." "But when it comes to football's facts of life - running, blocking, tackling and the best possible competition - many of the highly rated individuals become frustrated rookies, desperately working to make one of the top two teams," Bleier continued.

"The change from freshmen fall and sophomore spring is a most violent one," the Irish captain explained, "as on the gridiron, Kevin is able to play this year because of a back injury suffered against Purdue in '65. The blessing in hard to disguise as his awe of some past achievements attest to his still in the air."

Bleier also cited the pressure on the new-coach, "This class inherited the National Championship - their true test will be whether or not they can achieve another." The sophomores found a match for that pressure. Pressure comes primarily from their pride as athlete; but pressure from the old home town to make good, plus the expectations of one's classmates and the recurring roommate needle.

The only thing they have to avoid, His punt returns netted the Irish 253 yards and one touchdown. Tom Schoen, in looks and ability the new Paul Hornung, represents a danger which Ara can only admire and the opposition can only hold. His punt returns netted the Irish 253 yards and one touchdown last year. Never at home in a crowd, the independent Schoen frequently popped out and zig-zagged towards running room and the end zone.

Joe Azarro, the Irish place kicker, has been consistently dependable in the past. In this '64 season as a sophomore, his field goal against FIU prevented a compliant Notre Dame team from suffering an embarrassing defeat. Not so fortunate last year, Azarro missed a victory over Michigan State and eternal adulation by three feet.

The only thing that can really be said about Kevin Hardy, the 270 lb. returning member of the defensive forward wall, is that he will be missed. Hardy returns with a wealth of experience and a treasure chest of ability, always the best restricted only to football. A favorite in basketball and baseball as well as on the gridiron, Kevin is able to play this year because of a back injury suffered against Purdue in '65. The blessing in hard to disguise as his awe of some past achievements attest to his still in the air.

Bleier also mentioned hard charging fullback Jeff Zimmermann, now with the second club, and powerful Bob Olsen, a 230 lb. linebacker who is presently learning the trade from the Messrs. Martin, Pergine and McGill, "He and our other tackles are a rather large defense and see a hollow empty building with a dirt floor and filled with shadow. Its yellow walls support few vines and the birds seem to avoid its roof. Some schools have refused to bring their teams to play based on its court. And there are more. Rocky's brief reverie ended, as did the session. We went our way, and Leon's cuthurst glared themselves against the incipient desent of the student from the stars.

BY TOM FIEGEL

Three years ago Ara Parseghian came to a school which had little more than a Golden Dome and a legacy of former football greats. He began then to get what he wanted and this year what Ara Parseghian wanted three years ago takes the field. A freshman team which consistency bothered the 1964 almost-National Champion Irish is now a senior team bigger, stronger and possessing all the finesse of a sure winner.

Led by Captain Rocky Bleier, the O'11, 185 lb. halfback from Appleton, Wisconsin, the senior Irish look forward to a season which consistently bothered the 1964 almost-National Champion Irish is now a senior team bigger, stronger and possessing all the finesse of a sure winner.
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Only 11 Can Play

BY TOM FIEGEL

The freshmen saw it Friday when the Blue Circle member pointed in its general direction and slipped "the Fieldhouse" into a conversation about hometowns and campus housing. The Fieldhouse looked quite small. Then you look; it is built on three side doors and see a hollow empty building with a dirt floor and filled with shadow. Its yellow walls support few vines and the birds seem to avoid its roof. Some schools have refused to bring their teams to play based on its court. And there are more.

As a freshman, you heard about it again when you asked directions and the man said, "The Freshmen Fall and winter of 1968 is a most violent one," the Irish captain explained, "as on the gridiron, Kevin is able to play this year because of a back injury suffered against Purdue in '65. The blessing in hard to disguise as his awe of some past achievements attest to his still in the air.

A source of dependable ability in the past, the class of '68 returns with the polish of past bruises and the accomplishments of regulars on lesser teams. Some will ride the bench again as they have in the past but willingly knowing that Notre Dame must field its best and only eleven men can play. Three years ago Ara Parseghian got what he wanted and this year he wanted, mad and desperate, takes the No. 1 Field. They intend to keep it.

Dave Martin
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The Irish Eye

And the Band Plays On
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